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PROGRESS IN THE ADDICTIONS 

 

 
The latest issue (June 2011) of the American Journal of Psychiatry has most unusually devoted 

two editorials and additional journal space to two important clinical research articles on 

addiction. All of this writing highlights two significant observations, well known to workers in 

the field of Addiction Medicine: 1. The rapid pace of progress in the field since the Presidential 

proclamation of the 1990’s as the “Decade of the Brain,” and 2. Despite deeper understanding of 

neuroanatomical pathways and specific neurotransmitters, and the gene activation or shutting 

down caused by drugs of abuse, our rates of recovery remain frustratingly low. It’s a lot like 

planting tomatoes in your garden: which ones will grow ripe and healthy; which ones won’t 

thrive. Is it enough sun or too much? Should the soil be more moist or dryer? Are there parasitic 

insects or other pests? How much do you prune the plant to keep it healthy? Are you weeding 

sufficiently to give it room to grow?  

 

There are more than several complex issues that present enormous challenges in the Addiction 

Medicine field, and we will address a few of them. One major issue has to do with the explosion 

of neurobiological research and insights: most of this work is done with animal studies and 

computer modeling. Although we now have advanced tools such as PET scans and functional 

MRI’s, most of the latest information still comes from animal laboratories. The problem here is 

translational: how do the animal models of addiction translate into positive treatment outcomes 

for our patients?  

 

A second problem in the field is the growing awareness that treatment has been viewed as a 

distinct two-step process: 1. withdrawal; 2. rehabilitation. Clinical studies and epidemiology are 

showing us that addiction is more of a one-step process, i.e. the withdrawal and rehabilitation 

need to be coordinated. It is becoming clearer that the greatest challenge in the addictions, in the 

drive towards good health and sobriety, lies in the successful management of the rehabilitation 

process. Evidence-based medical practice around conditions such as diabetes, asthma, 

hypertension and other chronic illnesses has served as a template to inform addiction 

practitioners who may have been taught that after the acute drug withdrawal, their work is done. 

Mark Twain, the celebrated author and humorist (1835-1910) has two famous quotes about 

addiction that are more relevant than ever to this discussion:  



 “To cease smoking is the easiest thing I ever did. I ought to know, I’ve done it a thousand 

times,” and  

 “A habit cannot be tossed out the window; it must be coaxed down the stairs a step at a 

time.” 

 

Although our clinical work is guided by well-designed, repeatable population-based studies and 

outcomes for much of our work, most of our hard data is statistical epidemiologic information; 

we are still a long way from a specific assessment for a specific patient, with a tailor-made 

individualized treatment plan.  

 

Henry Nasrallah, MD, Editor-in-Chief of Current Psychiatry, said it very well in his June, 2011 

editorial
5
: “In a tango-like fashion, psychiatry seems to take 1 step forward on one level (science 

and discovery) and 2 steps back on another level (practice realities)”. In the field of Addiction 

Medicine, the science and discovery, along with the practice realities, including the backdrop of 

managed care practices, capricious government funding, and so-called parity coverage, appear to 

follow a similar trajectory. 

 

The researchers of the first paper
1
 mentioned above are from NIDA (National Institute on Drug 

Abuse), and other centers. They uncovered two important clinically relevant pieces of 

information: 1. stress has a profound effect on already impaired decision-making, especially in 

the short-term abstinent groups of heroin addicts; 2. by 24 months of abstinence, although most 

patients in the long-term groups perform on objective testing as well as healthy controls, they 

show a distinct vulnerability to stress, specifically in the area of decision-making. The research 

was able to separate out decision-making impairment from general cognitive intelligence and 

attention deficits: in other words, some behaviors could be impacted. For engendering other 

healthy behaviors, we have to search for other effective techniques. 

 

The second study
2
 tackles head-on the daunting dilemma that in the area of cocaine dependence, 

clinicians have “limited choices of behavioral interventions and even fewer effective 

psychopharmacologic strategies.” With a direct focus on dopamine signaling, Martinez and 

colleagues present a pathway for the future development of diagnostic neurochemical biomarkers 

to more accurately predict and monitor individualized treatment response. Their work focuses 

narrowly on the limbic striatal dopamine signaling system (reward center); it presents a brilliant 

and somewhat rare combination of laboratory research along with careful well-conceived clinical 

work. It utilizes vigorous research methods (rather than a small collection of anecdotal examples) 

along with a defined behavioral intervention: contingency management and community 

reinforcement. One clear and significant finding is that L-dopa enhancement of dopamine 

signaling is effective for shifting some behaviors (i.e. abstinence) but not others (i.e. attendance 

and medication compliance). It is very helpful to the clinician to have clarity about which 

behaviors are more likely to change utilizing our newly discovered combinations of behavioral 

interventions and special neurochemical adjuncts; at the same time, we are gaining more 
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sophisticated tools in our search for methods that positively impact the dysfunctional 

(“highjacked”) brain of addiction.  

 

The Science Times section of the Tuesday, June 14, 2011 issue of the New York Times, features a 

major front page article highlighting the work of NIDA (National Institute of Drug Abuse) 

director Nora D. Volkow, MD.
3,6

  Her work for the last 30 years has focused on the mechanism 

of a major neurotransmitter in the brain, dopamine, its receptors and its sequence of production 

in the neurons and breakdown, and its role in addiction. She has pioneered the study of brain 

circuitry by means of PET scans, CT scans and functional MRI’s. She is “as responsible as 

anyone for showing that addiction really does cause changes in brain…”  fHer work is a primary 

basis for considering it (sic: addiction) a disease, rather than poor choices or immoral behavior.” 

Her work has also demonstrated that addictions tend to move together, sharing many triggers and 

a great deal of biology. “All addictive substances send dopamine levels surging in the small 

central zone of the brain called the nucleus accumbens which is thought to be the main reward 

center. Amphetamines induce cells to release it directly; cocaine blocks its reuptake; alcohol and 

narcotics like morphine, heroin and many prescription pain relievers suppress nerve cells that 

inhibit its release….” Behavioral addictions, with slightly modified mechanisms and pathways 

also light up this zone.  

 

The genetic vulnerability to addictive behaviors of all sorts focuses on how effectively the brain 

can modulate the production and amount of dopamine, by means of the “right” amount of 

receptors. Too few receptors and the taking of the drug is not memorable; too many and it is 

actually unpleasant. The second ingredient in the usual progression toward the addicted state 

involves “repeated assaults to the spectrum of circuits regulated by dopamine involving 

motivation, expectation, memory and learning, among many others and appear to fundamentally 

alter the brain’s workings.”  

 

These insights
4
 have still not improved the rate of recidivism to below 50%. We don’t know 

enough about the individual genetic substrate; and we are just beginning to learn about 

behavioral management of the triggers, in terms of which specific therapies will be most helpful 

to counter the surges and urges that lead the long sober addict to suddenly resume taking their 

drug of choice (or engage in the patterned addictive behavior).  

 

While the research cited above goes on, the search remains elusive for rapid and simple 

assessments, with the goal of specific, tailor-made prescriptions for reversals of addiction within 

solid, dependable programs of sobriety! 

 

Some of the newer initiatives in the drug field involve more and better orientation and training of 

physicians for prescribing medications that are commonly diverted toward unintended overuse, 

abuse by others and even addiction.  
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NIDA is conducting intensive re-education of prescribers in pain management: prescribing 

powerful pain killers over 4 months, especially at higher and higher doses may significantly raise 

the risk of overdose and even death. NIDA, with the participation of medical schools and state 

medical societies, is inviting prescribers nationwide to a professionally performed “Long Day’s 

Journey into Night”; this is a powerful play about addiction and family dysfunction by Eugene 

O’Neill at the heart of an interactive conference to highlight awareness of addictions and assist 

doctors and others to understand the dynamics and issues of addiction at a gut level. This form of 

teaching and learning goes far beyond a token overview; and it helps to eliminate the stigma that 

continues to haunt the understanding of addiction as a brain disease which deserves the 

commitment of time, money and medical expertise to help solve one of the important health and 

public health problems of our time.  

 

Other approaches involve a re-formulation of the painkiller pills that make them difficult to 

break up for snorting or “cooking” to inject. They are also being combined with additional 

compounds that counteract overdoses and prevent the high associated with opiates, so that the 

pleasurable effect of the pain medication is blunted or prevented. 

 

Neuroscientists are on the quest for discovery of the biomarkers that will allow for more specific 

diagnostic sub typing, in order to better predict treatment responses and provide new treatment 

response and provide new brain targets for intervention, both neurochemical and behavioral.  
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